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Story

Ever since the little lamb Lammanda accidentally grazed in the meadow at the end of the rainbow, its wool

and pellets have been brightly coloured and when it is excited, she lets out a rainbow fart. Because of this,

the other sheep laugh at Lammanda, so she seeks advice from the herding dog Bernhard Diener - and

luckily he knows how to help! He introduces Lammanda to his friends, who are all a little different, but still

very happy. And when the zebra needs help, Lammanda is immediately on hand!

A wonderful, funny picture book about difference, individuality and friendship that shows: Everyone is good

just the way they are, and you should always be true to yourself.

Important message: It‘s okay to be different

Humorous texts by Tim Boltzand and Radost Bokel

Unique illustrations full of wit and details by Mareike Ammersken
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Radost Bokel

Actress Radost Bokel had her breakthrough at the age of eleven as Momo in the film adaptation of Michael

Ende's classic of the same name, for which she was awarded numerous prizes. Many other roles in cinema,

TV and theater followed. In addition, the mother of one son is actively involved in animal welfare.

Tim Boltz

The novels, poems and satires of Frankfurt's bestselling author and literary comedian Tim Boltz are among

the rarities of German-language humour. He is particularly fond of playing with words and of the everyday

joke. The author has already published well over a dozen books and CDs with which he also goes on tour.

His live shows are celebrated by audiences and critics alike - a master of the satirical word.
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